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Some graphical-password schemes allow the user to derive
the correct one-time response from a combination of the screen
display and their knowledge of the secret [?,?]. These schemes
offer some convenience, but only modest advantages over
PINs in terms of resistance to observation attacks. Some
of these schemes can gain observation attack resistance by
requiring the user to remember a longer secret or perform
simple mathematical operations. However, the tradeoffs between usability and security such schemes may present have
not been studied previously.
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access. Large numbers of one-time PINs may be computed in
advance and shared between the system and the user. However, the user must have the next PIN on the list with her every
time she wishes to authenticate, which requires carrying the
list or having the PINs delivered on demand.1 Alternatively,
the system may display a challenge to the user and prompt her
to use a shared secret to compute a response that demonstrates
that she knows the secret. Such challenge-response systems
typically involve cryptographic functions that require the use
of a computational device. However, it may be more convenient for a user if she can compute a response in her head.
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Over the last decade, several proposals have been made to
replace the common personal identification number, or PIN,
with often complicated but theoretically more secure systems.
We investigate one such system, a specific implementation of
system-assigned graphical one-time PINs called PassGrids.
We provide a holistic review of the tradeoffs between usability and security as we add various complications to the
basic PassGrids scheme. We investigate brute-force attacks
but focus on observation attacks. Our results show that most
variations of PassGrids are more fun and no more difficult
than PINs, although accuracy suffers for the more complicated variants. Depending on the threat model, PassGrids
provide benefits against observation attacks, but more complicated versions significantly increase the number of users
who write down or otherwise store their password. Our results shed some light on the extent to which users are able and
willing to tolerate complications to authentication schemes,
and may hence be useful to designers of new schemes.

Experimentation, Human Factors, Measurement, Security
INTRODUCTION
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Personal identification numbers (PINs), or short numeric passwords, are commonly used at automated teller machines and
to restrict entry into secure physical spaces. Both scenarios
are potentially vulnerable to observation attacks, in which
an attacker observes a user entering her password in order
to learn about it. Attackers may be physically present and
observe the password by looking over a person’s shoulder
(shoulder surfing) [?], or they may place recording devices
(e.g., keyloggers or cameras [?]).
One solution to the problem of shoulder surfing is a one-time
PIN, which is valid for only a single authentication. An attacker who observes a one-time PIN cannot replay it to gain
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In this paper we explore the usability and security benefits of
enhancing system-assigned one-time PIN systems with longer
secrets or mathematical operators. We analyze PassGrids, an
implementation of a one-time PIN authentication mechanism
in which users memorize a secret pattern on a 6x6 grid. Each
time a user attempts to authenticate, she is presented with a
grid filled with random digits, and she enters the digits that
correspond with the elements of her pattern. We compare the
security gained by adding various complications to the base
PassGrids design to the associated changes in usability.
Surprisingly, we find that neither length increases nor mathematical operators greatly augments the difficulty of using
PassGrids. Although added complexity generally reduces user
enjoyment, it does so far less than could be expected. However, added complexity does increase the tendency of users
to write down or otherwise store their passwords. The use
of mathematical operators provides larger security gains than
lengthening the pattern, while achieving similar usability levels. Adding complications sometimes has unexpected effects
on security, however. We also find that users are able to perform basic modular arithmetic operations as part of the authentication process, but dislike variants of the system that
require them to remember and perform multiple operations.
More generally, our results shed some light on the extent to
which users are willing and able to tolerate complications to
authentication schemes, which in turn could be useful to designers of new schemes.
1
http://gmailblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/advanced-sign-insecurity-for-your.html
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Figure 1. The first image shows PGlength5, a standard length-five PassGrid. The second shows PGx+4, a length-four PassGrid with four different
multiplication-addition rules. The third shows PGcodecard, a length-four PassGrid where each element must be translated with a single function,
always shown to the right of the grid.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the
next section, we present PassGrids in detail and review related
work. The following two sections explain our methodology
for measuring the usability of PassGrids and report on our
study participants. We then present a security analysis of the
PassGrid variations we study, followed by our main usability
results. We conclude with a discussion of the implications of
our findings.

Recall-based systems, or authentication through “what you
know,” are a general class that also includes text passwords.
Many types of recall-based, single-factor authentication are
subject to observation attacks (e.g. shoulder-surfing). When
a user provides input to the authenticator, an attacker can observe the secret, effectively allowing the attacker to impersonate the user in the future. The quintessential example of
this attack is during PIN entry at an ATM [?]. Sophisticated
attacks may infer passwords from keypad acoustics or electromagnetic emanations from computer displays.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

For more than a decade, various graphical password schemes
have been proposed to combat weaknesses of text passwords.
Surveys by Biddle et al. [?] and earlier by Suo et al. [?] provide a comprehensive discussion of the breadth and history of
graphical passwords. We focus here on a subset of graphical
password schemes that Biddle et al. refer to as recall-based
systems, in which users reproduce a secret.

Graphical one-time PINs

Graphical one-time PIN systems are a subset of one-time PIN
systems, in which the authentication challenge is presented
graphically. One example is the GrIDsure system,2 studied by
Brostoff et al. in an 83-participant user study [?]. GrIDsure is
similar to PassGrids, with a five-by-five grid and user-selected
patterns. Since users tend to select somewhat predictable patterns, this reduces the effective password space [?]. This erosion of practical entropy, along with other security issues related to graphical one-time PINs, is detailed by Bond [?].
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Other examples of graphical one-time PINs include PassFaces
and the commercial GridPIN system [?, ?]. In one variation
of PassFaces, the user enters a one-time PIN calculated by
locating previously selected pictures of faces within a grid.
GridPIN displays a keypad in which each digit is surrounded
by eight smaller digits; the user selects a direction (e.g. bottom left), and enters a one-time PIN calculated by locating her
original PIN digits and then selecting the associated smaller
number based on her direction.
We expand on previous studies of graphical one-time PIN
systems by conducting a large online user study that examines a larger six-by-six cell grid while varying pattern length
as well as the use of mathematical operators. Our findings
provide insight into the tradeoffs between usability and resistance to observation attacks for this class of systems.
Graphical password schemes
2

http://www.gridsure.com/

Many graphical recall-based systems require users to draw
a sketch or pattern of their own creation, normally on some
commonly sized grid [?, ?]. A simple version of this is the
current Android phone-unlock screen, where users use their
fingers to trace a pattern of their own choosing on a threeby-three grid. The Android system is susceptible to shouldersurfing attacks and to “smudge” analysis [?].
Weiss and DeLuca introduce a highly memorable graphical
password system using shapes [?]. Unfortunately, this scheme
provides no more security against observation attacks than
traditional PIN or password entry [?]. This is not atypical, as
many types of recall-based graphical passwords are vulnerable to single observation attacks, and others are resistant to
single but not multiple observations [?].
One example of a graphical password system designed to resist observation attacks is the convex hull click system, in
which users must click a point within the convex hull created
by locating the correct icons within a field of other icons [?].
This system has been shown to be vulnerable to repeated observation attacks based on the frequency with which the secret
icons appear as compared to other icons [?]. To address this,
previous work has looked at obscuring part of the challenge-

response from an attacker [?, ?]. When successful, these systems are resistant to any number of observation attacks, but
become vulnerable when an attacker can observe all parts of
an authentication.
PassGrids
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For this study, we implemented the user interface for a graphical one-time PIN system based on design specifications provided by PassRules US Security LLLP, creators of the “It’s
Me!” graphical one-time PIN system. We refer to our implementation of the system as “PassGrids,” a name we made
up for the study. We also created video-based tutorials and
a javascript animation to teach study participants how to use
PassGrids. PassGrids examples can be seen in Figures ??
and ??.
The PassGrids user interface contains a six-by-six grid display and a password text-entry field. The grid displays the
challenge: 36 colored squares, each containing a single randomly generated digit. Each quadrant of squares is a different
color: red, blue, yellow, or green. The user’s secret is a pattern, formally an n-tuple, of locations on the grid, that users
memorize. The grid shape and color are intended to aid the
user in remembering the pattern and are the same for every
user.

Figure 2. An excerpt from the tutorial we developed to explain patterns
with operators. Here a participant assigned the PGx+1 condition, must
modular multiply the third digit in their pattern by the constant ‘4’ and
then add ‘5.’ If the result is greater than 10, they should only enter the
digit in the ones place, as shown in the example.
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Every time a user authenticates, she identifies the digits that
correspond to the grid locations in her pattern and enters them
in the text field using a keyboard or number pad. We will
refer to the resulting one-time PIN entered by the user as a
passcode. For example, a pattern of length five would require
a user to memorize five locations in order, as shown on the
left grid in Figure ??. On the left grid, the user would enter
66594 to authenticate.
The random digit generation is constrained so that each digit,
0-9, appears exactly three or four times in each six-by-six
grid.3 This means any user input matches multiple patterns in
the grid. For example, in the center grid in Figure ??, “8440”
matches 144 permutations of points. If grids were randomly
generated without this constraint, some digits might appear
only once in some grids greatly reducing the number of permutations.
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In this study, we tested several variations on system-generated
PassGrid passwords, selected to represent a range of resistance to observation attacks. These variations, which include
varying the length of the pattern and requiring users to apply mathematical operators to elements of the pattern, are described in detail in the Conditions subsection below.

We conducted a two-part study with 1600 participants, using an experimental protocol similar to that used in a previous study comparing password-composition policies for text
passwords [?]. We describe the protocol in detail below.
In part one, we assigned each participant a four-digit numeric
PIN or a PassGrids variant, described in the Conditions subsection below. Throughout this paper, and in all communications with participants, we refer to a participant’s assigned
PIN or PassGrids pattern as her password. We told users to
imagine their password was assigned to them for use with
their main email account after their previous password was
compromised, and we asked them to behave as if this were
their real password. While this hypothetical scenario may not
produce the same results as a situation in which users actually
use their passwords to protect high-value accounts, any behavioral bias introduced by this hypothetical scenario would
likely impact all experimental conditions similarly, and thus
the impact on our comparative analysis should be small.

METHODOLOGY

To test multiple variations of PassGrids and PINs, we conducted an online study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service.4 Mechanical Turk facilitates the recruitment of workers
to complete short online tasks for small payments. Using Mechanical Turk to recruit participants is an accepted method for
obtaining large-scale user study data [?, ?].

Conditions

3

• PGbasic. Participants were assigned a randomly generated four-element PassGrids pattern. The only constraint

4

Six digits appear four times, four digits appear three times.
http://mturk.amazon.com

Participants were assigned to one one of eight password conditions, detailed below. We selected these eight conditions to
represent a range of resistance to observation attacks; details
of the security analysis can be found in the Security Results
section below.

Password space and attack success (by condition)
possible
condition passwords
1.0E+4
PGbasic
1.4E+6
PGlength5
4.5E+7
PG+1
5.7E+7
PG+4
1.4E+10
PGx+1
5.7E+8
PGx+4
1.4E+14
PGcodecard 1.4E+16

PIN

% guessed after n observations
1
2
3
4
5
6
100
6.0
2.2
2.7
0.3
0.2
1.2
0.4

96.3
93.9
64.5
7.6
11.2
3.32
0.8

100
100
99.2
90.3
51.5
18.6
1.0

• PIN. Participants were assigned a randomly generated length4 numeric PIN.
7

100
99.9 100
82.3 93.6 97.4 98.9
67.9 91.2 97.0 99.0
1.4 2.1 5.0 21.6

Protocol details

Participants in each condition were first shown an introductory video. The video welcomed them to the study and showed
two examples of a basic password (a length-4 PassGrid or a
length-4 PIN). Participants in the non-basic conditions were
shown a third example, in the style they would be assigned,
to demonstrate how the operator(s) were used or how the
codecard function worked. The videos themselves ranged in
length from 28 seconds for PIN to 117 seconds to PGx+4
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Table 1. Experimental conditions, shown in order of resistance to observation attacks, with number of possible passwords. Note that if the
codecard is also observed, PGcodecard behaves similarly to PGbasic.

In any condition involving mathematical operators, the math
is modulo 10: once the result has been calculated, only the
one’s place digit is retained, so that the final passcode has the
same number of digits that the pattern has cells. From left to
right, Figure ?? illustrates conditions PGlength5, PGx+4, and
PGcodecard. Figure ?? illustrates modular math for PGx+1.

in selecting the pattern was that no cell among the 36 grid
locations would be repeated.

• PGlength5. Participants were assigned a randomly generated five-element PassGrids pattern. The only constraint
in selecting the pattern was that no cell among the 36 grid
locations would be repeated.
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• PG+1. Participants were assigned a random length-4 PassGrids pattern, with no repetition of cells. A randomlygenerated addition operator (for example, add 4) was applied to one of the pattern elements, also randomly selected.

Immediately after the video, participants were assigned their
password. For PassGrids participants, the password was animated on the screen, and math, if present, was detailed below
the grid. A screenshot of this is shown in Figure ??. We then
told participants they would need to successfully authenticate
three times using the password they had just been assigned.
After each attempt, we prompted them to enter the password
again, until three successful authentications were achieved.
After any three consecutive incorrect attempts, we displayed
the password again. Throughout the process, a counter at the
top of the screen reminded participants how many more authentications were needed. This set of authentications is considered the “practice” period.

• PG+4. Participants were assigned a random length-4 PassGrids pattern, with no repetition of cells. Separate randomlygenerated addition operators (for example, add 4) were applied to each of the four pattern elements.

• PGx+1. Participants were assigned a random length-4 PassGrids pattern, with no repetition of cells. A randomlygenerated multiplication/addition operator (for example: multiply by 3, then add 4) was applied to one of the pattern
elements, also randomly selected.
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• PGx+4. Participants were assigned a random length-4 PassGrids pattern, with no repetition of cells. Separate randomlygenerated multiplication/addition operators (for example:
multiply by 3, then add 4) were applied to each of the four
pattern elements.
• PGcodecard. Participants were assigned a random length4 PassGrids pattern, with no repetition of cells. Participants
were told that a “swap” function would be applied to the
numbers they typed in. For example, whenever they saw a
3, they must enter a 0. They were also told the entire translation would always be shown to the right of the grid, in a
table we call a codecard. This condition roughly simulates
providing each user with a paper codecard, which could
be carried in her wallet and used for each login. The protocol design assumes a best-case scenario, one where the
participant cannot lose the card or leave it at home. Note
that if the codecard is also observed, this condition behaves
similarly to PGbasic.

After three successful authentications, participants were presented with 24 randomly-selected, single-digit arithmetic problems: eight addition problems, eight multiplication problems,
and eight hybrid multiplication/addition problems. These problems served as a distractor task between password entry attempts, as well as a source of data on the speed and accuracy with which participants could perform simple arithmetic
problems like those used in some PassGrids variants. To mirror how passcode entry works on the site, we instructed participants to perform modular arithmetic, saying: “For example, if you were to see the following addition problem: 4 + 9
= 13, Enter only ‘3’ into the box.”
Next, participants completed an online survey about their demographics, password habits, and opinions about the password system they used for the study.
Finally, participants were required to authenticate successfully one more time to complete the first part of the study.
(Again, we displayed the password after three unsuccessful
attempts.) We told participants we would contact them for
follow-up surveys and displayed a completion code that we
instructed them to submit to Mechanical Turk in order to receive a 55-cent payment.
Two days after a participant completed part one, we sent an
email asking her to return for part two of the study and receive a 70-cent bonus payment. The invitation URL included

a study URL customized for each participant. Participants
who returned were asked to recall their passwords. Participants who failed to recall their password after three tries were
shown their password. Participants were then presented with
a second survey, which included additional questions about
password creation, storage, and usage.
PARTICIPANTS

The mean age of these participants was 30 years old, with
843 (52.7%) reporting being male and 739 (46.2%) female.
449 (28.1%) reported studying or working in a technical field,
while 195 (12.2%) reported studying or working in art or design. There were no significant differences between conditions for any of these characteristics.
SECURITY RESULTS

Simulating observation resistance

An authentication scheme’s resistance to observation attacks
is a complex function of its password space. With traditional
PINs, only a single observation is required for an attacker to
learn the password, because a user’s PIN is always the same.
With PassGrids, the passcode is a function of the randomly
generated grid as well as the user’s pattern and operators.
Nevertheless, PassGrids are not immune to observation attacks; after a sufficient number of observations, an attacker
can always deduce the user’s pattern and operators.
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We had 4731 participants begin our study over a five-week
period within August and September 2011. 3250 (68.7%)
participants completed part one; the other 1481 (31.3%) are
discussed in the Dropouts section of our Usability Results.
Of the 3250 who completed day one, 2000 returned and successfully completed day two. We selected the first 200 participants that successfully completed both days for each of our
eight conditions. All of our analysis will focus on those 1600
participants, unless otherwise stated.

guess. Therefore, an attacker would still require a large number of guesses to gain access. Some of the PassGrids conditions we tested — PG+4, PGx+4, and PGcodecard — have
the same passcode strength as a randomly assigned PIN. The
other three PassGrids conditions have more passcode strength
than PGbasic but less than a corresponding PIN. As a result,
we don’t consider passcode strength a very useful security
metric for comparing these systems.
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We considered several security metrics for evaluating PassGrids. In this section, we discuss three: password space, passcode strength, and resistance to observation attacks. Because
our threat model is more concerned with observation attacks,
we focus more strongly on observation resistance.

We used simulation to measure the strength of PassGrids against
observation attacks. Our simulations assume the attacker can
see the complete grid and the victim’s passcode in each observation, as might be available in an ATM skimming attack. We
also assume the attacker knows the victim’s password policy,
i.e. the space of possible patterns and operators from which
the password was assigned. As an intuition of how this simulation works, imagine that the attacker observes a victim in
the PGbasic condition enter a passcode of “1234.” If the digit
“1” appears in four different cells in the grid, then the attacker
knows that the first element of the victim’s pattern must be in
one of those four cells. If the attacker observes the victim
again, he can eliminate any cells that don’t correspond to the
first digit the victim enters on the second observation. A more
detailed explanation follows.

Password space and passcode strength

One simple measure of security is password space, or the set
of all possible passwords that could be assigned. In PassGrids, the password space can be increased by increasing the
length of the pattern, increasing the size of the grid, or introducing mathematical operators. Conversely, the password
space could be reduced by pruning patterns from the password space. Table ?? quantifies the password space for each
of our conditions.
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Another security metric is passcode strength. With a randomly assigned PIN, all passcodes are equally likely. If an
attacker with no knowledge of the user’s password guesses a
PIN at random, he has a 1 in 10,000 chance of gaining access.
As a result, the password space and passcode strength are the
same for randomly assigned PINs.

With PassGrids, however, this probability of guessing the passcode (with no knowledge of the user’s password) might increase if the attacker analyzes the grid presented at login time.
Since some digits are repeated more than others in the grid,
some passcodes are more likely to grant access than others.
We can measure this effect by examining the frequency distribution of passcodes generated by each PassGrid scheme.
Our analysis finds that the attacker’s benefit from this kind
of grid analysis is negligible. The weakest of the conditions
we considered was PGbasic, in which an attacker has a 1.8
in 10,000 chance of gaining access with this kind of educated

In each simulated observation attack, we randomly select a
password from the password space S and generate N observations, i.e. random grids and corresponding passcodes. Our
algorithm receives this data and removes any passwords from
S which could never have produced the given data. The algorithm is then given the chance to authenticate with a new
grid. It selects the most likely passcode to guess based on the
remaining passwords in S. If this guess fails, the algorithm
uses this failure to prune the space before guessing again on
a new grid. The simulation is counted as successful if the
algorithm’s passcode is accepted within three guesses.
Observation attack results

Table ?? presents the results from 980,000 simulations run
on the PassGrids conditions. For each condition and number of observations, we report the percentage of the 20,000
simulated attacks that were successful.
If we consider a condition compromised when 5% or more
of the attacks succeed, then both PIN and PGbasic are compromised after a single observation, although PGbasic poses
a greater challenge to the attacker. Conditions PGlength5,
PG+1, PG+4, and PGx+1 are compromised after two observations, PGx+4 is compromised after three observations, and

PIN
PGbasic
PGlength5
PG+1
PG+4
PGx+1
PGx+4
PGcodecard

Difficult to remember

Annoying to use

PIN
PGbasic
PGlength5
PG+1
PG+4
PGx+1
PGx+4
PGcodecard

Fun to use

Diffcult to use
PIN
PGbasic
PGlength5
PG+1
PG+4
PGx+1
PGx+4
PGcodecard

0%

25%

Strongly agree
Agree

50%

Neutral

75%
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PGx+1
PGx+4
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100%
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100%
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Strongly disagree

Figure 3. Likert responses graphed by response, by condition. All participants answered four standard questions on day two about difficulty to learn,
difficulty to use, annoyance, and fun to use, for each password system.

PGcodecard is not compromised until six. Choosing different cutoff points would result in different equivalence classes
among the conditions.
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Overall, we see that all of the PassGrids conditions are better than PINs against a single observation, as might occur in
an opportunistic shoulder-surfing attack. However, even PGcodecard is compromised after six observations. This might
occur if, for example, an attacker uses a hidden camera to
record the same victim multiple times.

show that most variations of PassGrids are entered less accurately on first use by users than PINs, though users quickly
comprehend how to authenticate with the system. Users report PassGrids to be a little bit more difficult but considerably
more fun than PINs. We find that although users can generally authenticate surprisingly accurately even with arithmetic
operations, adding such operations to PassGrids increases the
rate of dropout from the study, decreases enjoyment, and greatly
motivates people to write down information about their PassGrid password.
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Another possible variation on PassGrids restricts the space
of possible patterns by choosing only cells that are relatively
close to one another, in an effort to increase usability. A similar approach is to allow users to select their patterns, which
we expect them to do non-uniformly. Unfortunately, this leads
to a reduction in password space and vulnerability to observation attacks. To evaluate this, we simulated observations on
a variant of PGbasic in which patterns were selected where
the euclidean distance between cells did not exceed a given
threshold. Our analysis indicates that this scheme provides
little to no benefit over traditional PINs against observation
attacks, which were successful more than 50% of the time
after just one observation. We did not test this variant further.
It is important to note that all these attacks require a relatively powerful attacker, who can record both the grid and
the victim’s passcode. Many realistic attackers, including for
example an opportunistic shoulder-surfer, may be weaker.

Math Results

We analyzed participants’ responses to the 24 random modular arithmetic problems to determine whether any of the operators we tested would be particularly problematic. Overall, participants completed these problems accurately, getting
96%, 94%, and 92% of addition, multiplication, and combined multiplication addition problems correct, respectively.
Each problem type differs significantly in the proportion participants got right (Holm-corrected FET, p < 0.05). The
mean number of incorrect problems per participant was 1.4;
only 83 participants (5%) got nine or more problems wrong
(two standard deviations above the mean).
The mean completion time was 5.0 seconds per addition problem, 5.6 seconds for multiplication, and 8.0 seconds for combined problems.5
These results suggest that including simple modular arithmetic does not pose a significant barrier to authentication.

USABILITY RESULTS

Across the PIN condition and PassGrids variations we tested,
we explore how successfully participants authenticated (accuracy), whether they memorized or stored their passwords
(memorability), how they felt about the system (perception),
the rate at which potential participants dropped out, and how
much time was required to successfully log in. Our results

Accuracy

Participants authenticated with our system five times: three
times on day one immediately after being assigned a PIN or
5
These times are measured from page load to submission of answer, which includes the time needed to load the page, navigate the
mouse/cursor to the answer field, type the answer, and submit.
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Figure 4. This chart reports the percentage of participants who were able to log in successfully (either on their first attempt or within three), across the
three practice authentications, the day 1 recall, and the day 2 entry, by condition.
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pattern, once more on day one after the survey and math questions, and a fifth time when they returned for day two. We
consider a participant to have successfully logged in if she
can authenticate within three tries (before she is shown her
password again). Many participants performed poorly in the
first trial, as they first used the system, but by the end of the
third trial most participants seemed to grasp password entry.
Figure ?? shows the percentage of participants who successfully logged in per condition, per trial.
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Surprisingly, by the final authentication all conditions show
similar accuracy, despite the large differences in success in
the previous trials. This indicates that after some practice,
users can authenticate just as successfully with the complicated conditions as with the simpler ones. In this final trial,
no differences between conditions were found using Fisher’s
exact test at the α = 0.05 significance level. (Seven pairs of
conditions were selected a priori and tested without correction; all other pairs were Holm-corrected.)
We also examined the types of mistakes participants made,
finding that many mistaken entries were very close to correct. Across the PassGrids conditions, 308 of 1400 participants (22%) made errors in the day two recall. In 7% of these
cases, the participant entered a passcode with too many digits; 16% used too few. 65% percent of participants who made
errors used only one wrong digit in their passcode; 33% of
these got the last digit wrong. 13% of mistaken participants
entered the right digits in the wrong order, and 6% entered a
passcode that appears to result from transposing their pattern
to an incorrect starting cell. Forty-three of 1000 participants

PIN
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PGlength5
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PGx+1
PGx+4
PGcodecard

No
Yes – Paper
Yes – Digital
0%

25%
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Figure 5. Percentage who stated they did or didn’t store their password,
by condition.

in conditions with operators (4%) entered a passcode for the
correct pattern with no operators. Note that individual participants may exhibit more than one type of error.
Storage and memorability

We use storing behavior as a rough proxy for perceived memorability; that is, conditions in which participants wrote down
their passwords more often can be considered harder to remember. During the survey at the end of day two, we asked,
“Did you write down or store any information to help you remember your password pattern? (please be honest, you get
paid regardless, this will help our research).” The results of
this question are shown in Figure ??.
Unsurprisingly, conditions that are intuitively more difficult,
specifically those where participants needed to memorize more
information, had more writing down. PGx+4 (83%) and PG+4
(75%) were each stored significantly more often than all the
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dition can be without writing down passwords. Just 33.5% of
our 200 PIN participants didn’t write down their password
and still logged in, a similar number to those in PGx+1 at
34.0%. Excepting codecard, where participants were explicitly told they did not need to memorize or store the translation, the condition that performed best was PGbasic which
had 48% of the participants successfully authenticate on day
2 without password storage. In the worst case, PGx+4, only
8.5% of participants were able to successfully log in without password storage, suggesting it may not be tractable by
memory alone.
One further note is that some participants indicated they were
not storing the entire PassGrid password, but only the operators they needed to apply.

FT

PIN

n=
120
80

Figure 6. For this analysis, we split the participants in each condition
into two groups, those who stored their password (top) and those who
did not (bottom), and compared their day 2 login success rates. Note
sample sizes are different, and noted on the right.

To explore user perceptions of PassGrids, we asked a series
of Likert questions on day two (1-5 from strongly agree to
strongly disagree). Three of these statements were: “Using
PassGrids was ...” annoying, difficult, and fun. A fourth
asked the participant if remembering their password was difficult. We graph the responses for these questions in Figure ??.
Our results indicate that most PassGrids variations are more
fun than PINs. Some are also more difficult, but in some cases
additional complexity can be achieved without decreasing usability.7 PGbasic and PGlength5 performed best, being rated
significantly more fun than PIN but not significantly different
in annoyance or difficulty. The other PassGrids conditions
were significantly worse than in annoyance and difficulty.

RA

other conditions.6 PGcodecard, while much more resistant
to observation attack, was not significantly different in storage frequency from a standard length-4 PassGrid (44% and
43% respectively). This is not surprising, because we always showed the codecard on the screen; in practice, the user
would need to store it.

User Perception

Surprisingly, some PassGrids conditions, such as PGbasic,
were stored significantly less frequently than PINs (43% and
60% respectively). However, that difference may be caused,
at least in part, by the fact that writing down a pattern is less
straightforward and familiar than writing down a PIN, rather
than by differences in perceived memorability.

D

We also compared accuracy between participants who said
they did not write down their password and those who said
they did. We show the results in Figure ??. Across all conditions, 87% of participants who wrote down their passwords
authenticated successfully on day two. The success rate for
those who did not write down was only 76%, a significant
difference (FET, p < .001). Within conditions, we saw no
significant difference in accuracy between writers and nonwriters for PIN and PGbasic. In PG+4 and PGx+4, writers were significantly more accurate than non-writers (FET,
p < .006). (These conditions were selected a priori for significance testing.)
As a rough estimate of memorability, we can also consider
how many participants did not write down their password, yet
did authenticate successfully on day two. These results provide a useful view of how successful participants in each con6

All comparisons in this paragraph HFET, α = 0.05.

Comparing PassGrids conditions to each other, PGx+1 was
not significantly different in user perception than PG+1, but
users rated it significantly easier to remember and use than
PG+4. PGx+4 was the worst overall.
Dropouts

While there are many reasons for participants to leave a study,
it is likely the dropout rate can be abstracted as a rough metric for user difficulty and frustration. We examined the number of participants who accepted the task from Mechanical
Turk, but then left the study before completing day one, and
7

All comparisons in this paragraph HFET, α = 0.05.
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Figure 7. Percentage of participants who upon accepting the MTurk task
successfully completed day one. Ranges from 16.4% for PIN to 44.8%
for PGx+4.

found that the rate at which users dropped out of our study increased roughly in line with the number of operators added in
the PassGrids conditions. The results are shown in Figure ??.

We did find that in conditions with the highest dropout rates
(PG+4, PGx+1. PGx+4) accuracy on the math problems was
highest (94-96%, compared to 91% in PIN). This may mean
that those participants who dropped out were not as confident
at mathematics. While we might expect demographic differences between conditions due to the differences in dropout
rates, we did not see that.
Timing Information

login time (secs)

6.0
12.0
15.0
15.0
23.0
20.0
17.0
38.5

20.0
35.0
51.0
51.5
74.5
56.0
50.0
96.5

Table 2. Median login times in seconds per condition.

PassRules system specifications but with some modifications
for our conditions. Since this was an online study, we have no
of knowing if a video was actually watched. Users may have
covered the video with another application, muted the audio,
or otherwise underutilized the tutorial.
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The dropout rate among participants assigned to PassGrids
was significantly larger than among PIN participants (33%
and 16% respectively).8 Within PassGrids conditions, those
in PGlength5 were not significantly different from those in
PGbasic, but were significantly less likely to drop out than
those in PGcodecard. Similarly, PGx+1 was not significantly
different from PG+4, but had significantly more dropouts than
PG+1. Lack of a significant difference does not mean that
dropout rates were the same, but it does indicate that the size
of the difference, if one exists, is small. On the other end
of the spectrum, PGx+4 participants were nearly as likely to
drop out as they were to complete day one (44.8%).

PIN
PGbasic
PGlength5
PG+1
PG+4
PGcodecard
PGx+1
PGx+4

entry time (secs)

Despite the tutorials, we found there was still some confusion
about PassGrids. In the free-response portion of the day 1 survey, many participants described the concept as both “interesting” and “new.” Some found it confusing, and it is unclear
whether they understood that the passcode would be different each time. When asked how they remembered their pattern, participants gave responses such as, “just keep retrying
the combination” or “I had a very hard time with remembering due to the fact that you changed the numbers around on
the side and I had to put different numbers for each number.”
From such comments, it seems investing more work into continued improvement to the tutorial so more participants truly
understand how PassGrids work could prove beneficial.
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Password authentication includes many subtasks, such as reading the web page, remembering the password, entering the
password, and retrieving written notes. Identifying and timing these subtasks in an online study is infeasible. Here, we
present instead two measures of timing: entry time and login
time. Entry time estimates the amount of time spent entering
the password and is taken from the first successful attempt of
the third authentication. Login time encompasses an entire
authentication, including unsuccessful attempts, and is taken
from the final authentication. All times were measured from
server-side events, which do not account for client-side delays
like page loading. Therefore, these times might be overestimates. The timing data is shown in Table ??. We used the
third practice entry here, to attempt to remove all impacts of
memory-based recall, focusing just on time to actually authenticate, as the participants had just done this twice prior.

We recorded the number of times participants returned to the
video tutorial after being shown their password. Of the 1400
participants across the seven PassGrids conditions, 363 participants (26%) returned to watch the tutorial at least once,
with most returning only once (299 participants), and one participant returning 5 times.
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In entry time and login time, is the clear winner, as expected.
Among PassGrids conditions, the cost of additional complexity in authentication time is clearly illustrated. Median entry
times range from 12 sec for PGbasic to 38.5 sec for PGx+4.
Login times are almost three times longer, even though the
mean number of attempts required on day two was 1.8. This
suggests that authentication takes longer when users haven’t
used their password in several days.
Tutorial

One potential problem with comparing PassGrids to PINs is
pre-existing user familiarity with PINs. People have seen and
used PINs many times, whereas they are likely completely
unfamiliar with one-time graphical PIN systems in general,
as well as with our specific implementation. To attempt to
address this, we created a series of video tutorials, based on
8

All comparisons in this section HFET, p < 0.001.

DISCUSSION

Our results show that PassGrids are a viable PIN replacement
for systems where observation attack prevention is a priority.
While not invulnerable against observation attacks, attackers
must be technologically assisted, with complete knowledge of
the grid and a non-trivial algorithm for determining passcodes
with a high likelihood of success.
We found that several methods can be used to increase the security of PassGrids, including increased length, mathematical
operators, and codecards.
We reported that modular arithmetic is not difficult for our
participants, when explained in straightforward terms.
While mathematical operators do provide additional security
without suffering a loss in ability to authenticate, there are
substantial usability drawbacks as the complexity increases.
Participants considered our most difficult condition, PGx+4,
substantially more difficult to remember and use. We also
saw greatly increased rates of password storage, and we lost

nearly half of our incoming participants in that condition,
more than any other. All of this together suggests math should
be used in moderation, with as few constants as possible a
minimal number of pattern cells affected. Additionally, we
must keep in mind that increased complexity here will lead to
more password storage, which depending on the threat model
may be more harmful than the benefits gained.
Increasing length did result in slight observation resistance
gains, with little difference in accuracy, reported enjoyment,
or timing, and only a slight increase in storage; however, it
is likely that length cannot continuously be increased without
more substantial usability losses.
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Finally, the codecard functionality allowed us to examine a
much greater observation resistance, by increasing the space
of the translation in a more diverse way than simple operators
will ever allow. Overall, PGcodecard performed well, but the
requirement of a written source that must be kept secret in
order to achieve the observation resistance benefits may not
in practice be usable. Additionally, this requirement may not
align with the motivation behind one-time PIN systems, especially if the goal is to allow participants to log in, simply
from memory, as with a standard PIN.
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